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1. Introduction
Clevercast makes it easy to deliver multilingual live streaming to global audiences. Its live
management dashboard allows you to broadcast, translate and stream live video with any number
of audio languages.
If your interpreters are present at the event location, their audio streams can be sent to Clevercast
along with the video stream as an SRT multi-track or RTMP multi-channel broadcast.
If your interpreters can not be present at the (virtual) event, they can use Translate at Home
(T@H). This is our solution for multilingual live streams with Remote Simultaneous Interpretation
(RSI). Interpreters can do the simultaneous translation at home, using Clevercast’s RSI
interface and their browser.
In both cases, Clevercast delivers a high-quality, global live stream using adaptive streaming.
We use CDNs (Akamai) for global delivery, so viewers anywhere in the world will receive the
stream directly from a local server.
Clevercast’s multilingual video player allows your viewers to switch to their preferred language
while watching the video. Clevercast player provides the best possible experience on any device
and platform.
Our Multilingual Live plans are a solution that allow you to embed our video player in your
website or in a third-party application, by copying its embed code or by using our Player API. If
you require a fully hosted solution, you can also use Clevercast Webinar with multilingual
streaming.
This manual describes how Clevercast is used for live streaming with multilingual audio. See the
help section of your account for other guides and manuals.
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2. Clevercast SaaS Suite
Clevercast Multilingual Live is a SaaS application which is part of the Clevercast Enterprise suite.
Depending on your plan, there will be different menus allowing you to customize different aspects
of your application. For more information on aspects not directly related to multilingual live streams
(e.g. users, roles, players, viewing profiles, workflow profiles) see the Clevercast Enterprise
manual.
After logging in, you are directed to the dashboard of your application. The dashboard provides
you with an overview of your account and the resources you have been using recently.

Clevercast dashboard for admin users

The ‘Recent Live Events’ panel shows you the list of recently configured live streams. Clevercast
uses the name ‘Event’ to refer to a specific live stream, its configuration and all related
(meta)data. You can go to the events overview page by clicking on the 'Recent Live Events' link or
by using the 'Live > Events' menu on top of the page.
There will also be a 'Live > Recordings’ menu on top of the page. Use this menu to go to the
recordings overview page which allows you to download and (optionally, depending on your plan)
publish and embed a multilingual Video on-Demand item.
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3. Creating a multilingual live event
To set up a new Multilingual Live Event, use the 'Live > Events' menu to go to the events overview
page. (Note: if you are using Clevercast Webinar, you will be creating a multilingual webinar
instead of a live event. See the ‘Advanced’ section for more info.)
Press the ‘Create Multilingual’ button on the left side of the screen. A popup dialog is displayed,
allowing you to select:
●
●
●

●

Name: a name for your live stream, for your own information.
Broadcast Protocol: this determines the way your broadcast will be processed by
Clevercast (see below).
Default Language: this is the floor audio language of your live stream. It will be the audio
language selected by default in the video player when a user initially presses the play
button. If the floor audio contains multiple languages, you can select Original instead of a
language.
Streaming Resolutions: Clevercast does server-side transcoding to deliver your stream
through adaptive streaming in multiple video resolutions. Make sure the highest resolution
doesn’t exceed the resolution in which you are broadcasting.

Creating a new Multilingual Live Event

When you press the Submit button, Clevercast creates the new event and redirects you to its detail
page for further configuration.
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Broadcast Protocols
Basically, there are two ways to do simultaneous audio translation with Clevercast:
●

●

If your interpreters are present at the event location, their audio streams can be sent to
Clevercast along with the video stream, as an SRT multi-track or RTMP multi-channel
broadcast.
If your interpreters can not be present at the (virtual) event, they can use Translate at Home
(T@H) to do Remote Simultaneous Interpretation (RSI). In this case, you broadcast a
regular stream to Clevercast with a single audio track, using the SRT or RTMP protocol.

When you create an event, you must decide how the broadcast to Clevercast will be done:
● Translate@Home - RTMP (IN): RTMP broadcast for T@H (video with single audio track)
● Translate@Home - SRT (IN): SRT broadcast for T@H (video with single audio track)
● Translate@Home RTMP from Streamyard, Zoom... (US East ingest hub): video input
from Zoom, Streamyard and most other in-browser studio’s. Since these applications send
their broadcast from a server in the US, Clevercast uses a local ingest hub to avoid issues
with intercontinental RTMP broadcasts.
● RTMP 2.0 stereo (IN) to 2 mono languages (OUT): RTMP broadcast of a video with a
single audio track. The audio track contains a stereo channel with the 2 languages panned
L+R. This is possible with any encoder.
● RTMP 4.0 surround (IN) to 4 mono languages (OUT): RTMP broadcast of a video with a
single audio track. The audio track contains a 4.0 surround sound channel with 4
languages. This is currently only possible with OBS Studio.
● RTMP 7.1 surround (IN) to 7 mono languages (OUT): RTMP broadcast of a video with a
single audio track. The audio track contains a 7.1 surround sound channel with 7
languages. This is currently only possible with OBS Studio.
● SRT Listener: SRT broadcast where your encoder acts as a SRT caller (this is usually the
default option for encoders) and sends a video with multiple audio tracks. The audio tracks
can be in mono (one language per track) or in stereo (one or two languages per track).
● SRT Caller: SRT broadcast where your encoder acts as a SRT listener and sends a video
with multiple audio tracks. The audio tracks can be in mono (one language per track) or in
stereo (one or two languages per track).
● Translate@Home RTMP using custom Ingest Hub: if you need to use RTMP for an
intercontinental (full) HD broadcast, we can set up a local ingest hub nearby your broadcast
location. See the ‘Advanced > Broadcasts from outside of Europe’ section for more info.
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4. Configuring a multilingual live event
After you create an event, you have to configure it. Some settings are the same for all broadcast
protocols, others depend on the broadcast protocol you’ve chosen.
The main Settings determine the look and feel, accessibility and behaviour of the embedded
Clevercast player (see the Clevercast Enterprise Manual for more info):
●

●
●
●

Player : Determines which Clevercast player profile will be used while embedding. By
default, this is the Live Player which is initially created with no pause button and autoplay
turned on, but muted turned off.
If you want to make sure autoplay works for all viewers, you also need to turn on the
player’s ‘muted’ property (see the Media > Players menu). For more info, see chapter 6 of
our Enterprise Manual.
Viewing Profile : Determines accessibility of the live stream in the embedded player to end
users.
Realtime Transcoding: Only turn this off if you don’t want adaptive transcoding for your
live stream
Resolutions: The resolutions in which your broadcasted will be transcoded server-side and
therefore will be used for adaptive streaming.

Additional Settings Panels let you configure specific features of Clevercast player:
●

●

●

●

Player Countdown : If set, the player will display a countdown timer, either until your event
is set to Started, or until the countdown is complete. Note: even if the countdown timer is
enabled, the ‘Start Event’ button must still be pressed manually for the live stream to
become visible (except for pseudo-live streams).
Messages : Messages displayed in the public player when the event has a status other
than started. The message will not be displayed if an image is uploaded for the given
status.
Images : Images displayed in the public player when the event has a status other than
started. You can set a separate image per status, or a single general image that will be
displayed for each status.
Advanced : let you change the default language you’ve selected when creating the event.
Other advanced settings will differ depending on the broadcast protocol (see below).
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Adding languages for Translate@Home
For a T@H event, you need to add the language room(s) for your interpreters. In the Language
Rooms panel, press the ‘Add Language’ button and select a language for which you want to
provide simultaneous translation. Do this until you’ve added all required languages.

Adding language rooms for Translate@Home

Note: T@H also supports (multilingual) closed captions through real time transcription,
speech-to-text with correction and auto-translation. For more info on managing T@H events with
closed captions, see our Closed Caption Event Management manual.

Adding languages for broadcast with embedded audio
If you are not using Translate@Home, you need to add the additional languages (that are being
sent along with the video) through the Advanced panel.

Adding language rooms for streams with embedded audio
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5. Event management
Apart from settings, the event page also lets you manage your livestream. Below is an example of
a T@H event page. If you’re not using Translate@Home, there will not be a Language Rooms
panel on the left, but the rest of the interface will be the same.

Example of the event page for a T@H event

The page contains the following elements:
1. Event status label: displays the current status of the event (see also the ‘Live event flow’
section below). For a multilingual event, the status can be:
○ Waiting: This means that the event is not ready to receive a broadcast or accommodate
interpreters. While the event is waiting, the public player displays a waiting message or
image and (optionally) a countdown timer.
○ Preview *: This is the testing status: the event is ready to receive a broadcast and
accommodate interpreters. As administrator you can see the live stream in the preview
player, but it is not yet visible to viewers. They keep seeing the waiting message or image
and (optional) countdown timer.
○ Started: When you press the ‘Start Event‘ button, the public player detects this and shows
the live stream to your viewers (the waiting message/image and countdown timer
automatically disappears). If server-side recording is enabled for your account, this also
starts (it ends when you change the event status to ended or waiting).
○ Paused: When you set the event status to paused, Clevercast keeps streaming. As
administrator you can continue to see the live stream in the preview player, but your
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viewers can no longer see it. Clevercast automatically detects the status change and
replaces the live stream with the paused image or message.
○ Ended: For multilingual events, this means that the event stops receiving the broadcast
and closes the language rooms. Clevercast detects the status change and replaces the
live stream with the ended image or message.
2. ‘Start Event’ and ‘Change Event Status’ buttons : these allow you to change the status of
the event. Be aware that a status change may take some time.
3. Broadcast status label: when a broadcast is being sent to Clevercast, this is set to
started. For the broadcast to be shown in the player, the event status must also be set to
waiting, preview or started.
4. Broadcast settings: these should be copied to your encoder or third party solution that
sends the broadcast to Clevercast.
5. Simulcast management: link to the per-language simulcast configuration.
6. Language rooms management: allows you to add languages to a T@H event. For each
language, Clevercast creates a language room for your interpreters. Language rooms are
available when the event status is preview, started or paused.
○ ‘Manage language rooms’ button: this allows the Clevercast administrator to chat with
interpreters, and (optionally) change the floor audio volume in the translated audio
streams. See below for more info.
○ ‘Switch to backup broadcast’ button: this allows you to use the backup streaming
server for broadcasting and translating. Unless the main streaming server is down, you
shouldn’t do this.
7. Preview player: player that allows Clevercast administrators to see the livestream if the
event is in preview, started and paused status.
8. Public player: player with the same behavior as the embedded player, as seen by your
viewers. This player detects the event status changes and acts accordingly.
9. Public player embed code: you can copy the embed code to add the public player to your
website. Or press customize to copy a different version of the embed code (eg responsive).
10. Service message: when the event is started, you can send a text message which is
displayed in the public player (during a given time, or until you remove it).
11. Settings: the settings that allow you to configure the event (see the previous section).

Embed code
The embed code can be further customized, either by using the Customize button and dialog on
the event page, or manually. To this manually, go to the Event section of the player API docs and
look for the options you want to include in your embed code.
For example, to set the French audio and caption language to be automatically selected when the
player is rendered, you can add the following to your embed code:
&amp;audio_default=fr&amp;captions_default=fr&amp;captions_default_show=1
(audio_default and captions_default both require ISO 639-1 codes as value).
Note: if you embed the player in a third-party platform instead of a website, you may need to use
the direct link of the player instead (press the Direct Link button on the event page). In that case,
you often use an ampersand (&) instead of an HTML entity (&amp;) to separate different embed
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options. If you’re not sure, ask the third-party platform’s support team (it depends on their
implementation).

Live streaming and latency
It is important to realize that a live stream is always served with a certain delay, inherent to the
technology and protocols involved in live streaming. This is mainly to allow the video player to
buffer a short part of the stream. To guarantee smooth streaming while bandwidth fluctuates, the
video player uses the internal buffer while delivering streaming video.
The default delay for HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) - which is currently the de-facto standard for
streaming to desktop, tablet and smartphone - is approximately 16 to 30 seconds (depending on
device, connection, player configuration in Clevercast).
There is one exception: if your event includes closed captions generated through speech-to-text,
the stream delay will be about 120 seconds. If such an event also contains audio translations, they
will of course have the same delay.

Basic event flow
Because of this delay, you should follow our best practices when starting and stopping a live
stream:
1. Before the start of the live action (at least 5 minutes in advance) set the event status to
preview and already start broadcasting. Use the Preview Player to see whether the
stream is coming in properly (your viewers won’t see the stream in the embedded player
until you start the event). If you are using T@H, let your interpreters (or closed caption
editors) connect to their rooms and verify if their connection and equipment is okay.
2. When the live stream is about to start, press the Start Event button. This will make the
livestream visible to your participants. Do this at least two minutes before the live action
starts. This allows the player to start buffering and ensures that nobody misses the start. It
also ensures that the server-side recording is complete.
3. When the live action has ended, wait at least two minutes before pressing the End Event
button or Pause Event button. When the (embedded) player detects that the event status is
set to ended, it will show your status image or message to your viewers instead of the live
stream.
If you set the event to ended immediately after the live action ends, some viewers may miss
the end due to HLS latency (= the status image is shown before their player reaches the
end of the stream). The two minutes are necessary for iOS devices, which allow HLS
latency to grow to two minutes.
Note: for an event containing closed captions generated through speech-to-text, you should
wait at least four minutes.
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Note that RTMP and SRT broadcasts behave differently when the event status is set to waiting or
ended:
●

●

RTMP broadcasts will be processed by Clevercast even when your status is waiting or
ended, but they won’t be streamed to the player. Therefore, don’t forget to turn off your
encoder after the live stream has ended, otherwise your processing hours will keep
increasing.
SRT broadcasts will not be processed by Clevercast when your status is waiting or ended:
your encoder will fail with an error (since Clevercast’s SRT listener/caller is not active).

When you are not using an event, set its status to waiting or ended. This will stop it from using
server resources and will decrease connection retry time when you reuse it.

Test broadcast (and translation)
When your event is configured, you are ready for a live stream with simultaneous translation. Start
with these preparations:
● Copy the event’s embed code to your website (and/or configure your per-language
simulcast targets - see below).
● Copy the broadcast URL and stream key and use them to configure your encoder or
broadcast solution.
● In case of T@H, copy the link to each language room and send it to your interpreters.
Make sure to configure your encoder in accordance with our broadcasting guidelines as much as
possible. Clevercast will send a multilingual live stream to your viewers with a video frame rate of
25 frames per second (FPS) and keyframes every 2 seconds (= 50 frames). We strongly
recommend that you also configure your encoder this way. Higher frame rates may cause the floor
audio to go shortly out of sync if not all frames reach Clevercast in time (eg. insufficient bandwidth
at the event location).
Before starting to broadcast, change the event status to preview (or started). This is required to
make the event accept your incoming stream and send it to the player. After a number of seconds
(HLS latency, see above), you can refresh the preview player to see the stream.
If you use T@H, your interpreters are now able to see and hear the live stream and start to
translate. It is important to test in advance, to make sure every interpreter has a connection and
equipment that meets the requirements and observes our best practices. The quality of the
translated audio streams will depend on this, so make sure to test in advance. Also make sure that
the microphone volume of each interpreter is loud enough. See also the Translate@Home section
of this manual.
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Starting the live stream
We recommend always setting the event status to preview first. This gives you the opportunity to
already start broadcasting while viewers can’t see the live stream (they see an image or message
instead). If you use T@H, your interpreters can connect to the language rooms while you can use
the ‘Language Room Management’ page to check if all interpreters are present (and give some last
minute instructions).
Note: if you use T@H and you are broadcasting a variable bitrate (VBR), don’t start by sending a
still image or animated intro (while in preview mode). When the language rooms are initialized
with a very low bitrate, it may cause the translated audio to be slightly ahead of the original audio.
This is a known issue in T@H which we are trying to resolve. It only applies to a VBR broadcast
and to the very first images that you send: if you start with a few moving images, you can safely
continue with a still image. For more info, see our broadcasting guidelines.
When the event is about to start, press the ‘Start Event‘ button. At this point, make sure all
interpreters are muted until they are about to start translating. We recommend starting the event at
least a few minutes before the live stream begins. After all, HTTP live streaming (HLS) has a
certain latency, and it gives the player an opportunity to build a buffer in advance.
For events that consist of several parts, there are two options:
○ If it is a relatively short break, the best option is probably to set the event status to paused.
In that case, the stream can continue to run and interpreters can remain connected in their
language rooms. Viewers won’t be able to see the live stream, they will see a message or
image instead.
○ For long pauses you could also choose to set the event status to ended. This is mostly
done because of server-side recording: the recording is also ended, so you can already
download it or publish it as VoD. You can then reset the event status to waiting or
preview, so that everything is ready for the next part.
When the live stream has finished, set the event status to ended and stop broadcasting.
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6. Translate@Home
Translate@Home supports the following:
● Audio translations through remote simultaneous interpretation by interpreters
● Closed captions through manual transcription by interpreters
● Closed captions through automatic speech-to-text (AI)
● Closed captions through automatic translation of speech-to-text or manual transcriptions
(AI)
This section explains how to use T@H for audio translations from an event manager’s point of
view.
More info about T@H can be found in these manuals:
- T@H audio translation: for interpreters using Clevercast for remote simultaneous
interpretation
- Multilingual closed captions: explains how to configure and manage live events with closed
captions (both AI and manual transcription)
- Manual transcription guide: for interpreters using Clevercast for real time transcription

Language rooms
For each extra language that should be available in the player, you create a language room.
Interpreters can use this language room to watch and listen to the incoming video stream, while
simultaneously translating it.
The interpreter relay option allows an interpreter to listen in real time to the translation in other
language rooms. The language room also allows her to communicate with other interpreters and
event managers.
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The ‘Language Room’ interface

It is also possible to create a bilingual language room, in which an interpreter can translate the floor
audio into two languages (in turn). See the Advanced section of this manual for more info.
Interpreters should read our interpreter manual for more info on the different aspects of the
interface and learn how to use the language rooms.

Interpreter requirements
To be able to use T@H, an interpreter should have good equipment (ethernet cable, computer,
headset) and a good connection to our streaming servers. For more info, see our requirements.
We recommend that interpreters always do a connection test beforehand. This should already
give you an indication of whether an interpreter’s connection is suitable. See §1b of the Testing and
Troubleshooting manual for more info.
Afterwards do a real translation test, while listening to the interpreter’s audio via the Manage
Language Rooms interface.

Best practices
It is very important that all interpreters follow our best practices. Most importantly:
● Never use Wi-Fi ! Always use an ethernet cable to connect to the internet.
● Use Firefox and turn all other applications off.
● Ensure that the sound IN and OUT goes through the headset
● Make sure the microphone volume is sufficient and don’t speak quietly
● Test sufficiently in advance !
Avoid opening language rooms (or language management rooms) in multiple browser tabs!
This can cause all kinds of problems with your connection, audio quality...

Default floor audio background volume
While an interpreter is translating, you can instruct Clevercast to add the floor audio as background
audio to the language stream. In your ‘Account > Settings’ you determine the default background
volume of the floor audio that is used when you create a new event.

If you set the default background volume to 0, the floor audio will not be audible when an
interpreter is active. We recommend to set the background volume to 0 or keep it very low:
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since both the volume of the floor audio and interpreter may differ throughout the live stream, the
background volume can make it difficult to understand the translation at times.
During the live stream, you can still change the default background volume for your event through
the ‘Manage Language Room’ (see below).
The background volume is only applied to language rooms if at least one of the interpreters
in it is unmuted. If all interpreters in a language room become muted, Clevercast automatically
turns up the floor audio to the same volume as the incoming broadcast. This makes it easy to use
T@H for remote simultaneous interpretation of live streams with different languages in the floor
audio. When a language is being spoken in the live stream, the interpreter for that language simply
has to press her mute button. This causes Clevercast to maximize the floor audio volume. When
the interpreter unmutes herself again, Clevercast turns down the floor audio to background volume.
Important note, if your plan includes server-side recording and conversion to VoD: Clevercast
records the outgoing streams. So any background volume that is part of the live stream, is
also part of the recording (it isn’t possible to remove this afterwards).

Managing interpreters
Clevercast allows administrators to chat with interpreters and listen in on their translation
while the event status is preview, started or paused. On the event page, click the ‘Manage
Language Rooms’ button.

The ‘Manage Language Rooms’ page

On the dedicated ‘Manage Language Rooms’ page, first press the ‘Connect’ button to connect to
the rooms and enter your name. You can then chat with translators in separate rooms or send
messages to all rooms at once.
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The page consists of 3 parts, which are further explained below:
●
●
●

Left side: the real-time player, for testing with interpreters
Right side: the slider to control the floor audio volume in Clevercast player
Bottom of the page: the list of interpreters and rooms for text chat

For more info on how to use this interface, see §2 of T@H testing and troubleshooting manual.

Hybrid events: video and audio streams
Clevercast T@H also supports hybrid events, where a number of participants may be either:
● present at the event location and in need of audio translation in real time
● speaking at home and in need of real time video and audio (translation)
Note that hybrid events are currently an optional feature, which must be explicitly added to your
plan in advance.
If this option is enabled for your plan, the event detail page will contain a ‘Hybrid Participant
Links’ panel. This panel contains a secure link for each language for the above types of
participants (= either real time video with audio, or real time audio only). As an event manager, you
are responsible to distribute these links to the relevant participants
When the event starts, participants only need to open these links in a browser with sufficient
support for WebRTC (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge) and press the play button. Participants will
automatically hear the event in the correct language, either with or without video. Note that the
number of participants in real time is limited and their maximum number is determined by your
plan.

Page for participants in need for real time video and audio (hybrid events)
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Page for participants in need for real time audio (hybrid events)
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7. SRT broadcast with multiple audio tracks
The Secure Reliable Transport (SRT) protocol is a new open source broadcast protocol, promoted
by the SRT Alliance of which Clevercast is a member. It includes mechanisms for packet recovery
while maintaining low latency between encoder and ingest server. It is therefore particularly
suited for long-distance and high-quality broadcasting across unreliable and unpredictable
networks like the public internet. Because of its reliability over long distances, we recommend it
for broadcasts from outside of Europe.
Unlike RTMP, the SRT protocol has built-in mechanisms for authentication and encryption. SRT
can also be used for single-language broadcasts, but the ability to add multiple (stereo) audio
tracks to a single video broadcast makes it very suitable for multilingual live streaming.
The possible number of languages depends on your SRT encoder. Each stereo track can be used
to send a language in stereo to Clevercast, or it can be used to send two languages in mono
(L+R channels). This way, you can send at least two languages with every SRT encoder. Hardware
encoders like Makito X support 16 languages in a very reliable fashion. Using vMix, you can send a
single track consisting of 8 channels (for 8 languages, see below).
Note: before you start broadcasting, ensure that the status of your Clevercast event is set to
Preview, Started or Paused. No SRT listener is active while the event status is Waiting or Ended,
so your broadcast won’t be ingested.

Event settings for SRT broadcasts
In Clevercast, start by creating an event with the ‘SRT Listener’ broadcast protocol. An ‘SRT
Passphrase’ will be automatically generated by Clevercast. You can change it through the
‘Advanced Panel’.

Advanced settings for an SRT event

You can also change the number of languages per track:
● if each track contains a single language (mono or stereo), set Languages per Track to 1
(default)
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● If you are using stereo tracks to stream 2 languages (panned L+R), make sure to set
Languages per Track to 2. In this case, Clevercast will turn the stereo channels into two
mono languages.
● If you use vMix to send more than 2 channels in a single track, you should enter the
number of channels here (see below).
The 'Broadcast panel' on the left of your Event page will contain the order of the languages. Make
sure your input sends the languages to your encoder in the same order. Your encoder must send
the same number of tracks as the number of languages in Clevercast, or half the number if
Languages per Track is set to 2 (stereo tracks with languages panned L+R).

Streaming 1 or 2 languages with any encoder
Streaming one or two languages is possible with any SRT encoder. If your encoder only
supports a single stereo track, you can still stream 2 languages by
1. Setting Languages per Track to 2 in Clevercast
2. Configuring your encoder so both languages are panned L+R
For example, Wirecast (currently) only supports a single stereo track.
For 2 languages with vMix, enable SRT, select the ‘Caller’ type and a ‘Stereo’ channel for 2
languages. Fill in the ‘Hostname‘, ‘Port‘ and ‘Passphrase’ in the vMix configuration (see the
‘Broadcast‘ and ‘Advanced’ panels in Clevercast).
OBS Studio has 2 options for SRT broadcasting. If you only need one or two languages, we
recommend to use the regular Streaming Output option (1). This allows you to do a local recording
while broadcasting. Your broadcast will also continue when interrupted (which isn’t the case for
option 2). Make sure to select a single audio track (in the Output tab) and a mono or stereo
channel (in the Audio tab). Then copy the ‘SRT Caller URL‘ from Clevercast to the ‘Server‘ field in
OBS Studio (in the ‘Stream’ tab).

Setting the SRT caller in OBS (for 1 or 2 languages)
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You can leave the ‘Stream Key’ empty in OBS. Some query-string arguments in the ‘SRT Caller
URL’ are only necessary for option 2 (see below), but they will be ignored by OBS.

Streaming up to 8 languages with vMix
vMix only has support for a single SRT audio track, but does allow you to add up to 8 audio
channels to this single audio track. Clevercast allows you to use this feature to broadcast a
multilingual live stream of up to 8 languages using vMix.
For more info, see our online guide.

Streaming up to 12 languages with OBS studio
OBS Studio lets you configure six stereo tracks, which allows you to produce a live stream with up
to 12 languages (by panning them L+R). In that case, you need to use option 2 in this OBS Studio
guide to configure and broadcast the audio tracks.
For more info, see our online guide.

Streaming up to 16 languages with hardware encoders
This number of languages is possible with SRT hardware encoders, like Haivision’s Makito X or
Intinor Direct Link. For more encoder brands, see the SRT Alliance’s members page. If you want to
test your SRT encoder with Clevercast, feel free to ask.
The set up is the same as in the previous chapter:
●
●

8 stereo or mono languages: in Clevercast, keep ‘Languages per track’ set to 1
16 mono languages: set ‘Languages per track’ to 2 in Clevercast, and pan the languages
L+R in your input and encoder (for every audio track).

From the ‘Broadcast’ panel in Clevercast, copy the domain (eg “mine.origin01.live-srt.rambla.be”)
and port to the Makito configuration (‘Address’ and ‘Destination Port’). From the ‘Advanced’ panel
in Clevercast, copy the passphrase to the Makito configuration. Note: other query-string arguments
of the ‘Caller URL’ in Clevercast may be ignored.
Below is an example of a Makito X set up for 4 stereo/mono languages or 8 mono languages
(depending if you are L+R panning the languages).
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Haivision Makito X - setting up 4 tracks and streaming parameters

Haivision Makito X - setting the same passphrase as in Clevercast

.
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8. Recording and Video on-Demand
Clevercast automatically makes a server-side recording of your multilingual live stream, so it
becomes available for download afterwards. The recording can also be used to publish a
multilingual Video on-Demand (VoD) which can be embedded into your site: this lets viewers
select their preferred language in the player, in the same way as they do in the live stream.
Note: Video on-Demand hosting is optional in a Clevercast Multilingual plan. It will only be
available if you order it.

Server-side recording of multilingual live streams
Clevercast automatically begins to record when you press the ‘Start Event‘ button and stops
when you change the event status to ‘Ended’ or ‘Waiting’. To see a recording, go to the recordings
overview page and select the one you want.
Note that the maximum duration of a recording is 24 hours! Clevercast automatically ends a
recording 24 hours after you’ve started your event.
If your account doesn’t support Video on-Demand, the recording page only lets you download
the recorded file by right-clicking on the Download File. The downloaded MP4 file contains a
single video stream with all recorded languages as separate audio streams. To be able to hear
them, you need a video player that supports switching the Audio Tracks (eg. VLC player).
Note, if you use T@H, that Clevercast records the outgoing streams. So any background volume
that is part of the live stream, is also part of the recording (it isn’t possible to remove this
afterwards).

Partial & stitched recordings
When your broadcast to Clevercast is interrupted, Clevercast may start a new recording to
avoid the recorded file becoming corrupted. This may result in two or more recordings after a live
session.
In such a case, Clevercast allows you to stitch the different recordings back into one single
continuous recording. Note: if the broadcast interruptions were so short that they were not visible
in the live stream, they will also not be visible in the stitched recording.
The easiest way to stitch a recording is to go to the detail page of a recording that has been
interrupted. Apart from the recording itself, the page will show the list of partial recordings from the
save live sessions. To stitch all partial recordings, press the ‘Stitch All Recordings’ button below
the list. This will result in a new continuous recording that spans all partial recordings.
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The detail page of a partial recording that can be stitched

If you don’t want to stitch all related recordings (for example because a number of them were
recorded during testing), you can use the recordings overview page instead. Select the partial
recordings that you want to stitch (by clicking on the rows in the listing) and press ‘Stitch Partial
Recordings’ in the ‘Table Actions’ menu.

Publish recording to Video on-Demand item
If your plan supports Video on-Demand, the recording page also lets you trim the start/end of
the recorded video and publish it as a VoD item. Press the ‘Trim Video‘ button to select the start
and end point of the VoD item you want to publish. Click on the Submit button: the start and end
offset will be set on the recording page.

Trim start and end point of a recorded live stream

Continue to fill in the other form fields and press the ‘Convert to Item‘ button. The video will be
transcoded for adaptive streaming and exported to our CDN (this may take some time).
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Publish live recording as VoD item

Manage Video on-Demand items
Go to the Media > Items menu, to manage your Video on-Demand items. If the live stream was
multilingual, the player also contains a button for language selection. You can copy the embed
code and paste it in your website.

Manage multilingual Video on-Demand items

The item settings allow you to select a different player or viewing profile. The menus on the left let
you change the poster image, add chapters, add WebVTT captions to the video, etc. See the
Clevercast Enterprise manual for more info.
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9. Advanced
Bilingual language rooms
Clevercast allows event managers to add a second language to a language room. This allows an
interpreter to switch between the two languages in the language room. That allows her to
translate the floor audio into two different languages, without having to leave the language room.
This allows, for example, to have a bilingual event translated by a single interpreter. When the
language in the floor audio changes, the interpreter can continue to translate. He only has to press
the button to switch to the other language room.

A language room that allows the interpreter to switch from Afrikaans to Estonian

In the image above the translator can choose to translate the floor audio to Afrikaans or Estonian.
When she is not muted, her translation is automatically sent to the language that is currently
selected (= button pressed, colored green) in this case Estonian. If no other interpreters are active,
the floor audio automatically gets turned up to full volume for the other language. For more info on
how to use bilingual language rooms, see the T@H interpreter manual.
A bilingual language room is created when an event manager adds a second language to an
already existing language room. For a language to be selected as a second language, it must also
have its own language room for the same event.

Event setup with two language rooms, where Estonian is set as second language
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The image above is typical for a bilingual event. In that case, the default language will usually be
'Original'. A language room is created for each of the two languages. In addition, you can also add
one of the two languages as the second language of the other room.

Encoder selection and setup
For T@H, you can use any encoder (RTMP or SRT). This is also the case for a broadcast with two
audio languages, by means of a stereo channel with both languages panned L+R.
For an SRT broadcast with multiple audio tracks you need an encoder that supports this, like OBS
Studio or hardware encoders like Haivision Makito X and Intinor Direct Link.
RTMP multi-channel broadcasts (4.0 or 7.1 surround sound) are currently only supported by OBS
Studio.
Encoder configuration is straightforward, except for sending multiple audio tracks or channels. See
the following guides on our site for this:
● Overview of popular SRT encoders and their support of multiple audio tracks
● Using OBS Studio to broadcast SRT with embedded audio tracks
● Using OBS Studio to broadcast RTMP with embedded audio channels (surround sound)

Troubleshooting
If your broadcast/stream has issues, check our online troubleshooting guide. If you don’t find a
solution, contact support@clevercast.com.

Ingest from third-party platforms
Clevercast supports third-party platforms and web-applications that let you broadcast to an RTMP
(or SRT) URL and key. Clevercast makes it easy to produce multilingual live streams from these
third-party applications by using Translate@Home.
In-browser studios, for example, are an easy way to broadcast a professional looking live
stream without requiring an encoder and advanced knowledge about streaming. You can start
broadcasting immediately without video production or encoder. Some well known examples are
StreamYard, Restream.io and Lightstream.
The same goes for online meeting platforms like Zoom and Cisco Webex which support
restreaming the live meeting over RTMP. For example, see our guide on how to use
Translate@Home with Zoom.
Important: the streaming servers of most third-party platforms (eg. Streamyard, Zoom) are located
in the United States and only support the RTMP protocol. Therefore, we strongly recommend that
you use our US ingest hub to configure the broadcast from such platforms. For more info, see the
‘Broadcasts from outside of Europe’ below or on our website.
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Note: we have found that the initial broadcast from some third-party platforms may take up to 50
seconds to get through to Clevercast and is not always reliable. On some (very rare) occasions, a
corrupted broadcast is initially sent to Clevercast, leading to the broadcast not being accepted. If
that were to happen, just keep your broadcast running and reset the event to waiting, then set it
preview or started again.

Per-language simulcasting to YouTube, Facebook …
Clevercast supports simulcasting single language videos with a single audio stream to platforms
that only support single language streaming. You can configure it to simulcast per-language
streams (video + selected language) to external platforms like YouTube, Facebook, Twitter ….
Clevercast will use the highest video resolution set for your event and merge it with the audio
stream of a particular language. The resulting live stream is broadcasted to the RTMP address for
the given platform.

Per-language simulcasting

Every RTMP address (identified by a server URL and stream key) to which you send a
simultaneously translated live stream is called a simulcast target in Clevercast. This is possible
no matter which method you use for multilingual live streaming. In each case, the separate
languages can be simulcasted to third party platforms and solutions.
Per-language simulcast targets are an optional add-on to your Multilingual Live Streaming plan.
They must be ordered before you can use them in your event(s). You can add any number of
per-language simulcast targets to your plan.
For more info, see our online guide on per-language simulcasting and example configurations for
YouTube, Facebook and Twitter.
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Pseudo-live streaming
Pseudo-live streaming allows you to stream an existing multilingual video as if it were a live
stream. Viewers will not see any difference between a pseudo-live stream and a real live stream.
For a multilingual pseudo-live stream, viewers will also be able to select their preferred language in
Clevercast player.
It involves uploading an mp4 file (the video + floor audio) and multiple mp3 files (the translated
languages) to Clevercast in advance.
For more information, see our online overview. Note that pseudo-live streaming is an optional
feature that must be added to your plan.

Multilingual webinars
Multilingual live streaming is also supported by our Clevercast Webinar platform. Almost everything
in this manual is also applicable to multilingual webinars, except for the following:
● In Clevercast Webinar, you create a webinar instead of a live event. For every webinar,
there will be a ‘Live Management’ page that is the same as the event page.
● A few settings (default language, player, viewing profile) are not on the event page. They
can be set on the webinar’s ‘General settings’ page.
● The countdown timer can not be set on the event page. Instead, the player will countdown
to the start time of the webinar.
See the Clevercast Webinar manual for more info.

Broadcasts from outside of Europe
For the delivery of the streams to your viewers, we use global CDNs with local edge servers all
over the globe, guaranteeing a fast connection to the viewer’s location. So Clevercast is perfectly
suited for global audiences.
Our ingest servers are currently located in Europe, which is why we strongly recommend to use
the SRT protocol to broadcast from another continent.
If you want or need to use RTMP for an intercontinental (full) HD broadcast, we can set up a local
ingest hub (nearby your broadcast location) which receives the RTMP stream and sends it to
Clevercast using SRT. In that case, you will see an extra broadcast protocol named
"Translate@Home RTMP using custom Ingest Hub" which you should select when creating an
event.
Note that when you use an in-browser studio or meeting solution, the RTMP broadcast is
usually sent from an application server in the US, even if you are located in Europe or elsewhere.
For example, this is the case for Streamyard and Zoom, for which an ingest hub is already
available. If you are using another application, and you don’t know its broadcast location, we can
check for you whether a custom hub is needed.
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Manual floor audio adjustment (deprecated)
The ‘floor audio volume in translated languages’ setting in your Account Settings determines how
the floor audio volume in translated languages is modified. We strongly recommend to use
Automatic adjustment (= the default option). By using automatic adjustment, you can let Clevercast
automatically maximize the volume of the floor audio for language rooms where all interpreters are
muted.
Currently it is still possible to use Manual adjustment. In that case, an administrator can still adjust
the floor audio background volume for all translated languages simultaneously. But Clevercast will
no longer update the floor audio when interpreters are muted or unmuted.
Please note: changes to your account setting will not be applied to events which are already
previewed, started or paused. If you want to apply them to an existing event, you should first reset
the event status to waiting (or ended).
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10. About Clevercast
Clevercast helps businesses to produce, manage, publish and enrich interactive live and
on-demand videos. Our applications provide companies with their own secure platform which can
be styled and customized as desired. All our applications are fully GDPR compliant, mobile friendly
and use adaptive HD streaming to optimize video quality for viewers around the globe.

More info: https://www.clevercast.com/
Contact us: info@clevercast.com
Business Address: Jules Bilmeyerstraat 32, 2600 Berchem, Belgium
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